We are an intersectional feminist zine dedicated to
giving a platform to Queer, Minority and Feminist
voices at Oklahoma State University. Our goal is to
provide a space for feminist discussion and
expression beyond the classroom and to give the
OSU community an uninhibited peek into the
experiences that lie outside the majority group.
Sincerely,
Lorelei Tidwell, Julia Smola and James Seth

The opinions expressed herein are the opinions of
writers and artist and do not represent the opinions
of Oklahoma State University or its employees.

Fucking Everything!

And Around the World….

Across the Street

The use of culturally sensitive material can be BLATANTLY RACIST
(hello, yellow face) or PASSIVELY RACIST (wearing culturally sensitive
garments without permission).
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Dear white bitches,
It’s 2017- da fuq? Get your shit together! We, as a whole, need to get the
fuck over ourselves. Just because you, as a white bitch, do not feel the need
to protest is as ridiculous as saying that you don’t need to care about world
hunger because you’ve eaten today. This is not about your comfort.
XOXO BAE Editors

A Call to Action: White People Need to
Be Protesting White Supremacy on
Campus
While I stood with students the morning of
Monday, January 23rd outside Whitehurst
Hall – the morning after yet another white
student engaged in an act of public
blackface, the second within a week of the
start of the semester – I overheard a
weary young Black woman say, “Why are
we the ones who always have to be out
here doing this?” Indeed, why are the folks
who bear the brunt of racist aggression on
campus always the ones on the frontlines
of these struggles? Where are the antiracist white folks on campus? Blackface is
not just an individual act of racism, but a
historical practice that we are all
implicated in. This is about us too.

“We all need to feel comfortable
on our campus and for everyone
protesting to feel comfortable on
campus. President Hargis should
come to meetings and talk with
more students instead of just
group representatives.”
– Tianna Carter, President of
AABSA, African American
Business Student’s Association

Critical whiteness studies scholar
Reverend Thandeka writes that, back in
the day, upper class whites represented
many of our not-yet-white Eastern
European and Irish immigrant working
class ancestors as “vile, lazy, idle,
animals, humans without reasoning
capacity” in public discourse and media
(“Learning to Be White”, 71). She argues
the process of “whiting” our ancestors in
the post-bellum U.S. violently divided
people from cross-racial and class
solidarity. Blackface minstrelsy, or the
dehumanizing, often comedic practice of
depicting Black people as “vile, lazy, idle,
animals, humans without reasoning
capacity” (sound familiar?), and in turn,
helped white people to distance their own
selves from these same representations.
Participating in blackface, white(ning)
people shamed themselves of their former

ethnic identities, languages and cultural
ways – white people’s participation
in blackface minstrelsy was, in part,
a form of self-white-washing, of selfhating.
In my classes, I often show films that
document direct action protests across
the U.S. aimed at making space within
predominantly white universities for
ethnic and gender/sexuality studies. My
mainly white students are often
shocked at the extent to which young
Indigenous people and People of Color
will put their bodies on the line to make
institutions open up and become
responsive to the diversity of
communities they claim to serve.
Inevitably, one sympathetic white
student always ponders: “what issue
would drive me to put my body on the
line like that?” They try but often can’t
come up with a satisfying answer. Why
is that?
Let’s stop white-washing our own
histories as white people and move
past the numbness and disconnection
that has enabled our passivity in
moments of injustice. Our ancestors’
choice to take the psychological wage
of whiteness, as David Roediger calls
it, over engaging in a cross-racial and
class solidarity does not have to be the
choice we make. Let’s join the struggle
for an anti-racist campus because it’s
an ethical imperative and because our
own struggles are deeply and
complexly entwined with our Black
brothers and sisters here.
- Erin Dyke, Assistant Professor and
FACE member

Q: How do you feel about pejorative language in the Gay
community (e.g. dyke, fag, queer, tranny, etc.)? Are there words
we can reclaim? How do we identify ourselves and our
community?
It’s incredibly important for the gay
community to reclaim words, on their own
terms. There have been so many hurtful
slurs used against our community that it is
so important to take them back.
-Gay Male

Even calling myself a lesbian is a pretty big deal because I’ve
always heard it (and dyke) used as an insult. I definitely prefer the
word gay or sometimes queer.
-Queer Woman

Despite of growing up with homophobic experiences, I became
immune to the word fag/fagot and embrace my gay/queerness
more passionately. Although these words often carry a
derogatory notion, it is important to know that this pejorative
language may be triggering to individuals who have had traumatic
experiences associated to these labels.
-Hispanic Gay Male

I love using pejorative language! I really don’t care for the PC
acronym that we’re supposed to use, it feels aggressively PC and
divisive. I usually describe myself as queer. More importantly, I
felt that I really came into my own as a gay woman when I could
call myself queer and a fag.
-Queer Gal

I think that unless you are speaking academically or retelling a
story, pejorative language doesn’t serve a purpose. Some words
just cannot be reclaimed.
-Trans Woman

Haiku
My nail polish chips
Breaks, as I claw, steadily
Through your male bullshit

Black Flies
I possess the fortune to witness a war at its
frontlines.
A war against the marginalized, the disadvantaged,
the other,
Against me.
My adversaries seek to keep their comfort.
I seek their discomfort.
I seek their acknowledgement of me.
My existence disconcerts them.
I call this war PC – Political Correctness.
I need the rhetoric of inclusion,
The language of a leader
That recognizes my presence amongst them.
Political Correctness acts as my Kevlar.
Push me into the crossfires and
Uncensored words pierce my breast.
Jaw agape in death, black flies
Coat my lips,
As my voice remains cried,
Unheard.

Peace Signs
Archers of the
Hundred Year War
Lost their index and
middle
Fingers
In the event of capture.
I imagine a dystopian era
In which women
Clutch at clotting
Wounds
Of middle fingers
Dismembered
In the event of capture.
Women, after a
Hundred year War
For freedom from
Patriarchy,
Win the right to
Flip the bird
Without capture.

I. Victim/Hero
Commune with the ghosts of your
past selves. You’ve burst your skin
enough times to know that armor
comes from the inside.
Slash the throats of those who
wronged you. Eat their hearts and
taste their sins while blood drips
down your neck.
Don’t forgive. Protect.
Become the monster you were
made to be and smile through
sharpened teeth at those who
cobbled you together from
betrayal and spare body parts.
Take your revenge as a right not a
pleasure.
And if someone begs you in your
divine horror to love them,
Hold fast to the chapel of bones
around your heart, and with a
slight frown, whisper—
“Me first.”
II. “These Days, Baby, You Gotta
Have A Sequel”
Survival doesn’t mean triumph,
Survival is something more akin to
cowardice.
To fleeing, to leaving best friends
and boyfriends behind
To be scissored and sliced,

their insides soft like pink
tissue paper.
You and the monster aren’t
so different—you’ve both
left behind a trail of bodies.
Their fear stricken death
masks frozen lifeless in your
mind—
Why didn’t you save them.
But they’re not the only ones
that haunt,
He’s always there, just in a
different mask—
Any man could be carrying
his ghost behind their eyes,
knives hiding in their hearts,
Ready to rip into your trust
and jugular.
Keep a weapon ready to slit
his throat before he gets too
close.
Living as a fuck you to evil
Killing as your means of
survival
Because if there’s one thing
you’ve
learned
from
survival—
These days baby, you gotta
have a sequel.
III. Our Ladies of Terror
Nancy has bad dreams—
every time she closes her
eyes he

invades her:
Ripping
Rending
Never resting.
Seven days of sleepless nights
reliving old nightmares,
A ghost of yourself too afraid
because the memories scratch
At you like knife nicks.
The only way to get rid of bad
dreams is to turn your back.
Pain makes him real.
Numb yourself,
Never sleep, and
Hurt no more.
Sydney slept with a boy with
blood on his hands.
She could feel it, after, the
sticky warm sweetness—
On her breasts,
Between her legs.
Teenagers kill like they fuck—
for the thrill,
The masturbation of murder.
You screw and you’re next, like
the killer could smell the sex on
you,
Hormonal sweat mingling with
impatient lust.
Only the virgin survives, blessed
with the impenetrable purity
she wears
Like chain mail.
The curse of god’s blessing.
But not Syd—

She took the blood he put
inside her and turned it inside
out,
Because, Whore of Babylon or
Holy Mother,
Making it to the end credits
isn’t a matter of worth,
But commitment.
Erin wanted to leave the past
behind.
She knew how to destroy a
man with nails and carefully
laid plans.
But keep it hidden
Never let them know you
learned to be a monster if
confronted with monsters.
Put on a kind face, meet a nice
boy, family and formal
dinners…
Until the specters come
calling,
And without knowing you’re
wild again.
Because above all is survival,
Above all is outlasting.
You’ll never be normal
because
Normal
doesn’t
mean
crouching, ready at any
moment to be attacked.
Normal
doesn’t
mean
knowledge of pain.
Normal doesn’t mean deadly.

JULIA SMOLA

Are you an Artist of

Color?
Our February issue will be

If you are interested- Please emails us
at
okstateface@gmail.com

Or visit our website at
okstateface.org

comprised entirely of
contributions from writers,
artists and photographers
of color.

by February 21st

